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AggieTime, PEARs & Forms, Budget, HSI -- Heidi

Aggietime- is now working if you couldn’t approve on Saturday you can do that now. Please approve it today.

PEAR’s forms didn’t match our paper forms. That is now fixed but if you come across any problems let us know. Go ahead and send in the forms that you used in October even though they were not the new forms.

Our budget is going to be a little tight this year. Your county numbers should be about the same.

We finally got approval to be a Hunger Solution Institute.

Create an Active Winter-- LaCee

We are creating a phamplet to be handed out with ideas for staying active during the winter. Thank you to those who sent in activities.

CITI-Marcia

Reminder to check your email to do CITI Renewal.

NEA in Action Photos, InService—Jocelin

Please keep sending in photos of you and your work. We love candid pictures of you doing your job. Pictures of prep, teaching, displays, dishes you make… they are all great to see. When you’re working, just take pictures with your iPad and shoot it to Candi (candi.merritt@usu.edu). If you take photographs with other people in them, please remember to get the signed photo release form.

Also, please send all photo release forms to Jocelin (jocelin.gibson@usu.edu). An electronic copy will do just fine.

Reminder: there will be no monthly Inservice in December. We’ll resume in January. Beginning 2019, Amanda Chesbrough (amanda.chesbrough@usu.edu) will be overseeing and managing the Monthly Inservice Meetings. Please send any questions about Inservice to her. This includes emailing Amanda after you’ve watched a pre-recorded meeting for the roll.
Eat Well Utah—Candi Merritt

We have some fun and seasonally appropriate upcoming posts this December:

- Create the Perfect Soup
- Eat Healthyish For the Holidays (making treats healthier)
- Keeping Hectic Holidays Healthy (staying on track with goals)
- Twelve Months to a Healthier You

And one more push for the NEA in Action photos. I need some to schedule to post this month! Some counties I’ve never been able to highlight or showcase so please take a photo and send it to me. I’d love to share your hardwork and show you in action.

Eat Well Utah Newsletters go out this week. If your Google calendar doesn’t have items marked open or closed, or is missing crucial information, I’ll have to skip right over it. So please make sure you’re following the instructions LaCee provided for Google calendar events.

Food, Fun & Reading-Brittany Bingeman

The Food, Fun, & Reading Letter for the Parent Online Survey is now available in English only on the “Adult Reporting & Surveys” webpage located on the Staff Menu: http://extension.usu.edu/fscreate/adult_reporting. The Spanish version will be uploaded to this webpage as soon as the translation is available. This survey is to be sent home with youth after the last Food, Fun, & Reading lesson in the series. If you have any questions, please contact Brittany Bingeman (brittany.bingeman@usu.edu) or Darlene Christensen (darlene.christensen@usu.edu)

Next Meeting

Social Media: Food Sense Utah Accounts, Snappily Ever After